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Growing the so-called "thousand bloom mum" - a show-
stopper at Longwood Gardens' fall Chrysanthemum
Festival - takes 18 months and thousands of worker

hours. In the week before the annual event, at least six people
work full-time prep the plant. But with fewer young people
choosing careers in horticulture, Longwood is working to
ensure that the effort and expertise that goes into growing
this Japanese specialty plant is preserved for future genera-
tions. Three college students are documenting how to suc-
cessfully raise a thousand bloom mum by creating a video
archive that can be used to teach future generations of horti-
culturists and also spark interest in the field.

"The younger generation can't see the reward of doing
this," said Jim Harbage, floriculture Leader at the 1,000-acre
(405-hectare) garden and education center in Kennett Square,
about 35 miles west of Philadelphia. "It's not enough to have a
sense of pride. It's not something that pays a lot of money."
The fear of losing the tricks of the horticulture trade is not lim-
ited to growing chrysanthemums. Patricia Binder, spokes-
woman for National Garden Clubs Inc., said there is a concern
"about the potential loss of institutional knowledge and the
loss of gardening knowledge in general."

In an effort to spark interest in the trade, the nonprofit
organization annually awards scholarships to students study-
ing horticulture and related fields. Similarly, the American
Public Gardens Association has partnered with public gardens
nationwide, including Longwood, on the Seed Your Future ini-
tiative, which promotes horticulture as a career for young
people. Longwood Gardens decided to partner with the
University of Delaware as part of its "succession planning,"
said gardener Tim Jennings, who specializes in water lilies.

In days past, a young gardener would learn trade secrets
from a master gardener. Current Longwood mum master,
Amanda Galano, worked in the shadow of now-retired Yoko
Arakawa, who brought the thousand bloom mum to the pub-
lic garden. Arakawa learned the intricacies of growing the
complex plant through multiple trips to her native Japan,

where successfully growing a thousand bloom is considered
an art some call "high-wire horticulture."

Finding new methods
By the end of this summer, the students will have pro-

duced nine videos that document part of the mum growing
process. Each student has a different role in documenting the
processes. Sophomore Rebecca Ralston, who is studying
wildlife and the environment, writes the script for the video.
Junior Joy McCusker, who is studying landscape architecture
and landscape horticulture design, is "the lens," following the
master gardeners around as they work and taking precise

notes. Senior Max Gold handles visuals and has used drones, a
GoPro and a gimbal camera to get his shots.

"We have to find new methods to add to the toolbox to
teach new horticulturists what's important," said Ralston, who
admitted she wasn't aware chrysanthemums and mums were
the same thing until her first day on the job. This year,
Longwood would like to see its thousand bloom top 1,500
blooms in time for the Chrysanthemum Festival in October. It
can't get much bigger, Galano said, because it wouldn't fit
through the greenhouse door. Attention to detail is critical.
Some practices are simply hard to explain, Galano said, and a
carefully narrated how-to video makes a big difference.

That said, best gardening practices are always evolving,
Jennings said. He's confident that while the videos will serve
as starting points for newcomers, they'll need to be updated
as years pass. "Gardening is not a stagnant field. The nature of
being a gardener is wanting to try something new," he said.
"Every year it's, 'What if we did this? What if we changed that?'
We're always trying to make things easier and less labor-inten-
sive while balancing that with tradition and not straying too
far afield." — AP

Public gardens work to pass on prized horticultural skills

Amanda Galano, third from right, demonstrates how she encourages the growth of a Thousand Bloom
Chrysanthemum to students Rebecca Ralston, right, Joy McCusker, and Max Gold at Longwood Gardens
in Kennett Square. — AP photos

Amanda Galano demonstrates to students how she encourages the
growth of a Thousand Bloom Chrysanthemum in a greenhouse.

With its deserted bunkers, abandoned
barracks and ghostly hospital ruins,
Berlin is a magnet for urban explorers

who seek out abandoned places and time-travel
through the German capital's Cold War past. "It's
amazing, I've never seen so many people," said
'Urbex' veteran Ciaran Fahey during a visit to an
overgrown and graffiti-covered former children's
hospital in what was once communist East
Berlin. Two dozen thrill-seeking visitors-
Germans, Russians, Latvians-were gingerly step-
ping over shattered glass, bricks and piles of
rubble in the dilapidated, partially burnt and
slightly haunting complex.

Abandoned in 1991, it is nicknamed the
"zombie hospital" after one of the hundreds of
murals on its cob-webbed corridors and dank
former patient wards, now occasionally used by
partying youths and homeless people. Like oth-
er "lost places", it is potentially dangerous and
officially off limits, meaning visitors trespass as
they enter through a hole in the chain link fence
while they keep a nervous eye out for authori-
ties. Berlin city official Eva Henkel said police
take a dim view of such urban adventures, that
visitors enter illegally and at their own risk. "If
you have any brains at all, you don't go in there,"
she said. To Urbexers, this is as enticing as a holi-
day brochure, and the hospital is firmly on their
Berlin sightseeing map.

Ravages of time 
Fahey, an Irish-born longtime Berlin resident,

knows such lost places better than most, having
lovingly photographed and described them in
his blog and photo book, both called
"Abandoned Berlin". The trend took off after the
1989 fall of the Berlin Wall opened up a vast hin-
terland, replete with former Nazi bunkers, Soviet
army barracks, shuttered red-brick factories and

even an old fun-fair with rides and replica
dinosaurs. As the East German economy col-
lapsed and the country reunified, these places
were left to the ravages of weather and time.

Over a quarter-century on, as a property
boom has remade the face of the city, the Urbex
fashion has caught fire, with ever more explorers
searching out ever fewer abandoned places.
The movement is global, with hotspots from
Melbourne to Detroit, and sometimes dubbed
"roof-and-tunnel hacking". A Google search for
"urbex" nets more than seven million hits.
"Interest has exploded in recent years, it is
becoming more and more popular," said Fahey.
The movement's unspoken code is: take nothing
but pictures, leave nothing but footprints. Inside
the "zombie hospital", Max and Mila, two young
Latvians, were walking under caved-in ceilings,
dead lamp fittings dangling precariously from
overhead wires, and admiring a vast gallery of
urban street art. To many the nerve-tingling trips
have a flavor of post-apocalyptic tourism. Max
said it was fascinating to witness "how nature
has taken over".

'Keep the secret' 
Where there is a trend, private business is

quick to follow, and several Berlin operators now
offer tours for paying guests. One takes the curi-
ous up a wooded hill in the former West Berlin,
to a graffiti-covered Cold War-era listening post
of the US National Security Agency (NSA). For
years, rave parties were held under its tattered
geodesic domes, which loom like giant golf balls
atop Teufelsberg (Devil's Hill), a mound made of
World War II rubble. Such tours offer "authorized
and secure" access and allow everyone "to feel
the fascination of these places", said Andreas
Boettger, co-founder of operator Go2know.

As early Urbex pioneers, he said the company

could understand that purists object to such for-
profit tours.  But he said these also helped pre-
serve old sites, "an ideology shared by many
hobby photographers, history buffs and other
interested people". Fahey said commercial visits
are "not something I like... People are bringing
people to places that they can see for them-
selves for free. But if people want to pay tour
companies, it's up to them." The veteran has
himself drawn fire from the community for what
some consider a no-no-describing in detail how
to get to, and around, the hidden marvels he has
discovered. "I publish the addresses, it's contro-
versial," he admitted. "Some people want to
'keep the secret'." "But these places have a very
short life expectancy... I think they should be
open to everyone."—  AFP
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A journalist takes notes as he explores an abandoned building in Berlin.

Graffiti adorns a room in an abandoned building in Berlin.

Urban exploration specialist Ciaran Fahey walks through an abandoned
building in Berlin. — AFP photos

Graffiti adorns an aban-
doned building in Berlin.

Graffiti adorns a room in an abandoned building.

Graffiti adorns an abandoned building in Berlin.

Youths explore an abandoned building in Berlin.


